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I didn't know much about Lebanon before I went there. And am I glad I did! It's a little country

with a big history, from the biblical cedar groves to bustling Beirut. Layers upon layers of

history, from Phoenicians, Greeks and Romans to Crusaders, Saracens, Turks and French,

have built up this country, which is also the world's second most densely populated outside

Bangladesh (small city-states like Singapore excepted). Yet it also has plenty of wild nature.

From a hostel next to the historic Spanish Steps of Beirut, a city styled as the Paris of the

Middle East, I explore the countryside, the ancient ruins, the birthplace of the poet Kahlil

Gibran, and speak to representatives of Hezbollah, the militant group that controls parts of the

country's interior. Lebanon is a fragile country, still getting over a 1975-1990 civil war and with

its southern border the scene of conflict between Hezbollah and Israel. But don't let that put

you off visiting the country. And if it does, you can still read my book!
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and kicked a nuclear-powered submarine.She has travelled much of the world and has

incredible stories to share about her adventures. There is more to travelling than boutique

restaurants and fancy hotels.In this book, Mary Jane explores the small but fascinating country

of Lebanon, a Middle Eastern nation just north of Israel with traditions of silk-making and a

population divided in roughly equal terms between Muslims and Christians. Lebanon packs a

lot into a small space!Email: maryjanewalker@a-maverick.comFacebook: facebook.com/

amavericktravellerInstagram: @a_maverick_travellerLinkedin: Mary Jane WalkerPinterest:

amavericktravellerTwitter: @Mavericktravel0Other books by Mary Jane WalkerA Maverick

Traveller is a funny, interesting adventure compilation of Mary Jane’s adventures. Starting from

her beginnings in travel it follows her through a life filled with exploration of cultures, mountains,

histories and more. Whether it was eating dog unintentionally in Indonesia, meeting the rapper

50 Cent at a backpackers’ hostel or kicking a US nuclear submarine in New Zealand, A

Maverick Traveller is filled with the unique stories and experiences of Mary Jane Walker.Finalist

in Travel at the International Book Awards, 2018. Discover the stunning back country of New

Zealand. Come along with Mary Jane on over fifty walks and mountain ascents throughout the

islands of New Zealand. Offering an interesting account of New Zealand history and urban

development alongside tales of modern-day adventure, it is the perfect read to inspire you to

get outdoors in New Zealand.Trek with Mary Jane to Fidel’s revolutionary hideout in the Sierra

Maestra. See where the world nearly ended and the Bay of Pigs and have coffee looking at the

American Guantánamo Base, all the while doing a salsa to the Buena Vista Social Club. Go to

where Columbus first landed but don’t expect to have wifi on your phone, only in hotspots using

a card. People are proud and there’s one doctor for every 150 people. Mary Jane loved it and

did it.Pilgrim trails are not just for the religious! Follow the winding ancient roads of pilgrims

across the continent of Europe and the Mediterranean, and explore their hinterlands as well.

Mary Jane will keep returning to complete more and more of these culturally significant

routes.Mary Jane took Amtrak trains around America and visited Glacier, Yellowstone, Grand

Teton, Rocky Mountain and Yosemite National Parks before the snow hit. She loved the

Smithsonian museums and after seeing a live dance at the American Indian Museum, she

decided to go to Standing Rock. It was a protest over land rights and drinking water, at 30

below zero! She loved Detroit which is reverting to parkland, and Galveston and Birmingham,

Alabama. She was there during the election and was not surprised Trump won. She was tired

of being mistaken for being a homeless person because she had a backpack and left San

Francisco because of it.Mary Jane walked for ninety days and nights throughout the Himalayan

region and Nepal, a part of the world loaded with adventures and discoveries of culture, the

people, their religions and the beautiful landscapes. She visited the Hindu Kush in Pakistan

and listened to the Dalai Lama in Sikkim, India. It is a journey of old and new. So, come

trekking in the Himalayas with Mary Jane.Mary Jane’s adventures in the Arctic take her dog

sledding in Greenland, exploring glaciers and icebergs in Iceland, and meeting some

interesting locals. She found herself stuck on a ship in the freezing Arctic Ocean amongst

icebergs and had her car windows almost blown out by gale force winds! Take a ride through

the Arctic and its fascinating history.“The first thing I saw at the border was a man’s butt as he

stuffed smuggled cigarettes down his trousers. I met prostitutes whose profession was

sanctioned as temporary marriage by clerics. I was offered alcohol and all the drugs under the

sun in the north and saw illegal pubs with people drinking. And I saw the most fabulous crown

jewels and palaces anywhere.”This is a short book based on my visit to several Scottish isles,

spending most of my time in the Shetlands and the Orkneys before visiting the inner-Hebrides

islands of Raasay, Mull, Iona and Staffa. I was surprised to discover that the Shetlands and the



Orkneys have a strong Norse heritage, whereas in the Hebrides the local culture tends to be
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dominated and Turkish-dominated regions with United Nations troops in between. A

surprisingly large amount of the island also remains under the Union Jack. Today, Cyprus

thrives on tourism and a developed industrial economy. It suffers, however, from a strategic

location in the Mediterranean, which has long made it a pawn for outside powers. Few

countries combine so much scenery with so much history, all in one compact place!Also in the

pipeline are A Maverick Australian Way and Part 2 of The Scottish Isles.See Mary Jane’s

books and blog onFirst published 2019 by Mary Jane WalkerA Maverick Traveller Ltd.P O Box

44 146 Point Chevalier, Auckland 1246NEW ZEALANDwww.a-maverick.com© 2019 Mary Jane

WalkerAll rights reserved. Except for the purpose of fair reviewing, no part of this publication

may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,

including photocopying, recording or any information storage and retrieval system, without prior

written permission from the publisher.All events are true and are an accurate record, subject to

the disclaimer below.DisclaimerThe author has recalled events, places and conversations from

her memories of them. Although the author and publisher have made every effort to ensure

that the information in this book was correct at the time of publication, the author and publisher

do not assume and hereby disclaim any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption

caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from negligence,

accident, or any other cause.Notes on Image SourcesAll maps and photographs in the book

are the property of Mary Jane Walker unless otherwise credited.All maps, satellite images and

aerial photographs have north at top unless otherwise stated.Covers and FontsFront cover and

spine fonts are Impact.The interior text is typeset in Garamond, with image captions in

Calibri.Photographs used on the front cover have been modified slightly.How to see images

from this book in colour andat higher resolutionYou can view the images in this book in colour

on a Kindle Fire or on a tablet or computer screen with a Kindle app.For higher resolution

images, go to the front page of my website https://www.a-maverick.com.In a part of the front

page that is about Lovely Lebanon, you will see this button:Click it to view the preview, which

omits much text but contains all the colour images in the book.There’s plenty more on my

website. Check out the blog!I am alive like you and I am standing beside you.— Kahlil

GibranContentsIntroductionTravel TipsThe Land and its PeopleBustling Beirut, guided by

localsBaalbek and the Beqaa ValleyThe Hezbollah War MuseumTyre: Ancient coastal city of

the PhoeniciansThe Holy ValleyWho was Kahlil Gibran?Our Lady of Lebanon and the

EthiopiansByblos: Another ancient coastal city of the PhoeniciansThe Monastery of the

MoonThe Outdoor LifeAcknowledgementsIntroductionLebanon in the Middle EastMap data

©2018 Google Maps, Mapa GISrael, ORION-MEI’D never made any plans to go to Lebanon.

Until one day, on the spur of the moment, I caught a flight to Beirut from Turkey.For one thing, I

didn’t know much about Lebanon, apart from the fact that was where Corporal Klinger on

M*A*S*H was supposed to be from. And also, that a number of prominent people in Auckland

also had ancestors from Lebanon. People like Assid Corban, a former suburban mayor from a

winemaking family, who I often came across when he was alive.I also knew that Lebanon was

unusual for the Middle East in that it had a really large Christian minority: about 40 per cent of

the population.But what really came to mind were images of a rather Northern-Ireland-like civil

war fought, mostly, by Muslim and Christian militias between 1975 and 1991. So that put me off



a bit.Well, when I arrived, by plane from Turkey, I was to discover that it was a fascinating little

country. And one that is changing fast.I ended up staying in a vibrant part of inner-city Beirut

full of all religions living together. So, hatred runs deep but the young are changing things. The

median age of the country is 28. Which means that anyone who was even born during the civil

war is in the older part of the population already.I met a young Shia Muslim man and a

Christian woman, neither of them very strictly observant, who were about to get married. The

father of the bride wasn’t too happy about this and took me to places where Christians had

been murdered by the Muslims during the civil war (there had been a lot of massacres of

Muslims too).Of course, that was from before the young couple were born. But the old guy had

lived through it. It would have been only yesterday for him.Talk about a generation gap.A series

of protests that rocked the nation in 2019 surprised everyone by the fact that they were

completely non-sectarian: a great uprising of ordinary young people fed up with doing it tough,

against an Establishment made up of ageing Christian and Muslim leaders who were once

enemies but are now seen as scratching each other’s backs.Whether this meant that Lebanon,

a country carved out of the old Turkish Empire by victorious Western powers in 1918 precisely

because it had a large Christian population, was now starting to develop a national identity and

a sense of normal politics instead of sectarianism, was a good question.Because so many of

the population are Christians, Western influence in Lebanon is strong. For instance, I noticed

that people in Lebanon dressed in whatever they wanted, whether we are speaking of shorts or

short skirts. No conservative dress code is required and certainly not hijabs. Nor is the country

‘dry’ in the sense of wine being banned. Far from it.The French ConnectionWhat you also

notice is that the strongest Western or European influence on Lebanon is, specifically, French.

As in, for example, this sign outside a church in downtown Beirut.The primary language in

Lebanon is Arabic. But many of the signs are in French as well. And even the money has

French writing on one side of the notes and Arabic on the other.Current Lebanese money.

Public domain image by Patrice Bon via Wikimedia Commons.About 40 per cent of the country

can speak French if they have to, and about 20 per cent speak French every day as their first

language. These proportions are similar to the degree to which French is spoken in

Canada.Why is a Middle Eastern country like that?Well, the Mediaeval Crusades had largely

been fought on the eastern shores of the Mediterranean, from modern-day Turkey down to

what’s now Israel.Perhaps the bulk of the Crusaders had been French. Many Crusader castles

have French names, such as the crumbling castle of Beaufort which I visited while I was in

Lebanon. So, there’s some influence dating from that time.Of course, the Crusaders lost. But

then, early in the 1500s, France gained a new opening in the Middle East by way of a treaty of

friendship with Turkey. The treaty gave France the status of ‘protector’ of Christian minorities in

the Turkish empire of the day.The Turkish, or Ottoman, empire of the 1500s was colossal,

extending from the Ukraine through to North Africa and into Europe as well, almost as far as

the Austrian capital of Vienna. Its ruler, the Sultan, was also a supreme Muslim religious

leader, or Caliph.But in part because it was so big, the Ottoman Empire included many non-

Muslim religious minorities, of which the Christians were the largest. In return for gaining

access to the Christian subjects of the Ottoman empire, the French would stand aside, for

almost the next three hundred years, on the many occasions when the Turks went to war with

other Christian countries. France saw most of the other Christian powers of Europe as its

rivals, so the arrangement suited France and Turkey alike.Its treaty of friendship with Turkey

gave France a great deal of influence in the Middle East over the coming centuries. Indeed, it’s

not just in Lebanon that French is widely spoken. A smaller but still significant number of the

Turks themselves are also fluent in French. This isn’t something recent. It’s a state of affairs



that dates back to the old alliance.For as long as they ruled Lebanon, the Turks saw it as part

of a province they called Syria: which was much bigger than modern-day Syria and actually

consisted of the entire eastern shore of the Mediterranean and the territories inland.The area

with the largest Christian majority, centred on Mount Lebanon, was made autonomous from the

1840s onward after intervention by Western powers to secure this end.During World War One,

Ottoman Syria fell into chaos. About half the population of the Mount Lebanon district, which

had little farmland and normally traded other wares such as textiles for food, died in a famine

caused by wartime disruption of transport links.When the Ottoman Empire collapsed after

World War I, the region it had called Syria was divided up between the French who got the

northern part, and the British who got the southern part.The French decided to make Mount

Lebanon into an independent country for the region’s Christians, in much the same way that

the British had also lately proposed, by way of the 1917 Balfour Declaration, to create a Jewish

homeland in the southern part of Ottoman Syria: a homeland that would be realised, some

thirty years later, in the form of Israel.In view of the recent famine and the small size of Mount

Lebanon, the French decided to attach some neighbouring districts such as the agricultural

Beqaa Valley to the Christian Mount Lebanon district, even though the new territories were

mostly Muslim.The enlarged territory, now only half Christian, was named Greater Lebanon

(though it still wasn’t very big) and eventually given the name of the Republic of

Lebanon.Lebanon is an old, biblical name which signifies the whiteness of the region’s snow-

capped mountains to speakers of local languages. Though, it had never referred to an

independent country before.Well, the new country created by the French and their allies wasn’t

fully independent yet. It was to be overseen by the French until 1943. In the meantime, parts of

Beirut were rebuilt in the style of Paris, almost as if to put some of the bad old days

behind.Beirut would be known, even after independence, as the Paris of the Middle East.The

nickname stuck until a lot of the city was wrecked in the civil war and the tourists stopped

coming.Layers upon LayersFortunately, these days, Beirut is once again a flourishing tourist

city full of restaurants, food, and young people.Beirut was even full of young volunteers for gay

rights groups. They were helping to get recognition for people in the refugee camps in

Palestine, where somewhat more conservative standards prevailed.I toured most of the

country by bus, with tour guides. I didn’t want to hire a car, as the roads are often mountainous

and driving standards leave a bit to be desired. And in any case the country isn’t very big, and

the bus services are frequent and go everywhere.I was amazed at the history of the place, with

its layers upon layers of history and architecture, ranging from French-style urban quarters built

in the 1930s in the imitation of Paris, all the way back to ruined ancient cities of the Greeks and

Romans.And, even, of the earlier people known as the Phoenicians: a trading nation that

originated in Lebanon around the time of Moses.The Phoenicians were relatives of the Arabs

to their east and the Hebrews to their south. They spoke a language that was in the same

family.The modern Lebanese are direct descendants of the Phoenicians. Today, they mostly

speak Arabic. Though some say that the Lebanese dialect of Arabic is really a modified

Phoenician.As with Ireland and Scotland, there are more people of Lebanese descent living

overseas than in Lebanon itself. Many of them are famous. For instance, the Colombian-born

pop star Shakira is Lebanese on her father’s side.One of the places I was most impressed with

on my travels in Lebanon was a still-fairly-intact temple dedicated to the Roman god Bacchus,

who was also known to the Greeks as Dionysus. Rather comically by the standards of today’s

religions, which are mostly rather serious, Bacchus/Dionysus was the god of wine and

theatre.As in other parts of the former Roman Empire, Lebanon has some ancient theatres of

the circular or semi-circular sort. People call them amphitheatres but strictly speaking, that’s



only the fully round sort. In one of these ancient theatres, on a hill called Kesrouan in the

municipality of Zouk Mikael just north of Beirut, outdoor performances are held today each

summer (it’s too cold in winter).Along with the cities and the ruins, there’s lots of nature in

Lebanon, even though the country isn’t very big and even though it’s also very densely

populated. There are wooded hillsides everywhere, often covered in the famous cedars of

Lebanon: another thing that gets mentioned in the Bible. My only regret on this trip was that I

would have like to have done more hiking in the mountains.There are even several major

commercial ski-fields. This surprised me as my stereotypical view of the Middle East is of a

place with lots of deserts. Well, as it tuns out, many of the more elevated parts of Lebanon get

several metres of snow a year. That’s why they call it the white country.How I explored the

countryI tend not to plan my travels in too much detail from afar, as I find that it’s sometimes

good to get off the beaten track, or to rely on local knowledge. So, I just turn up and try and find

some local guides or talk to people who’ve been there for a while.I also choose to live cheaply

on my travels. To stay in a dorm and spend my money on tours, on getting around and seeing

things rather than on accommodation. In Beirut, I booked into a dorm at a rather fun place

called the Grand Meshmosh Hotel.A Westerner might wonder if a Grand Meshmosh was an

official of bygone days. A high Turkish title, perhaps. And that a place bearing a name like that

might be an old VIP hotel, perhaps dating back to Ottoman times or the years of the French,

and generally like something out of Casablanca.Well, no, actually. It’s a backpacker hostel

founded in 2016. Meshmosh, meaning ‘apricot’ in Arabic, was the owner’s nickname when he

was a boy.I asked the receptionist, who was getting married the next day, if there was a guide

who could show me round Beirut. It turned out that the Grand Meshmosh did have guides.

However, what with wedding plans and all that my request wasn’t passed on for a while and I

ended up with other guides from outside the hotel.I ended up meeting Sarah, an English

woman as mad as me; and we organised a journey that I’ve blogged about and that I’m going

to write up properly in a later book. A journey overland to Jordan and then to Palestine and

Israel.I travelled to several places by bus, something that’s quite feasible in this compact

country.In the south, on the still-tense borderland close to Israel, I visited a Hezbollah war

museum and interviewed a spokesperson for that organisation. I went to Beaufort castle, an

old Crusader outpost lately re-used by the Israelis. And I met people from Damascus, who

often drove to Lebanon as the road was safe from war, whatever the condition of the rest of

Syria.Anyhow, I’ll get on to detailing my adventures, after short chapters on travel tips and the

land and its people.CHAPTER 1Travel TipsWITH its overlay of French chic, Lebanon has long

been a gateway into the Middle East for Western tourists who don’t want to suffer too much of

a culture shock at first dip.Those for whom even ordering a baguette is a culture shock in itself

will be reassured to know that English is almost as widely spoken as is French: though it

doesn’t have the same official status.There are some things that might trip up the Westerner,

however.For one thing, visitors from Britain shouldn’t make the mistake of supposing that a

pound is a pound wherever you go.As it turns out, the Lebanese Pound (‘Livre’ in French) isn’t

worth a red cent. Literally so. Years of inflation during the civil war and its aftermath mean that

the small reddish coin that bears the image of Abraham Lincoln is almost twenty times more

valuable than a Lebanese Pound.You’d have to fork over several of the big notes shown on the

Introduction for a cup of coffee. That’s something to bear in mind when reckoning your change

in Lebanon!Another trap for the unwary visitor is that you might get into some sort of trouble if

you are not an American, and American immigration officers discover a Lebanese stamp in

your passport.Lebanon might well be the easiest country in the whole Arab world in which to

be a Western tourist.But its government is chummy with the Iranians too. And that’s an issue in



Washington at the moment.Seasoned travellers know that Iranian officials will often offer to

stamp a loose piece of paper rather than your passport as such. If you’re travelling to Lebanon

on a passport with which you propose to enter the USA, it’s worth checking to see if a similar

trick is possible.It is also a good idea to heed government travel advisory and health notices on

Lebanon, preferably those issued by your own government, as some areas of the country are

disturbed. This particularly applies to the border areas with Israel and Syria as well as some

districts closer in, even some parts of Beirut.As regards websites and apps, Tripadvisor works

very well in Lebanon so you can get tips on where to eat and what to do.Google Maps is not so

good. I had the disagreeable experience of following narrow mountain roads that continued a

long way on Google Maps but just kept getting narrower and narrower in real life till it was clear

that they were only for goats. This is really something to watch out for in some of the world’s

wilder places.(Later on, when I was looking for the stronghold of a guild of Mediaeval assassins

in the mountains of Iran, I certainly didn’t rely on Google Maps to get there.)As regards

accommodation, Airbnb works very well in Beirut. In other parts of the country, Booking.com

and also Hostel.com were very useful.There are no passenger trains in Lebanon. But city and

inter-city bus services are widespread and excellent, in part because the country is so compact

and densely populated. Almost like one big city in which the cities are but far-flung suburbs of

Beirut in some ways. This is especially true when it comes to going up and down the coast

(which really should have a railway, or a tramway).Some important cities in Lebanon.

Background map with no cities by Eric Gaba and ‘Nordnordwest’, Gnu Free Documentation

Licence 1.2 via Wikimedia CommonsThe cities of Lebanon are very much worth visiting. In

places, you can see at once why Beirut came to be known as the Paris of the Middle

East.Beirut: and surrounding streets. Imagery ©2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies. Map

data ©2019 Google,ORION-MESidon, with the Old City visible between the two

harbours.Imagery ©2019 CNES/Airbus, Maxar Technologies. Map data ©2019 Google,ORION-

ME.Other cities have older areas of great interest, such as the Mediaeval Old City of Sidon.

Which is more charmingly higgledy-piggledy in appearance, and much easier to get lost in,

than the districts laid out to a plan by twentieth-century French administrators.And there are

also even more ancient ruins. Ancient Tyre and Jbeil (known in ancient times as Byblos), as

well as ancient Sidon (even older than the Old City, which is Mediaeval), were major centres of

Phoenician power and the ancient world more generally. The ruins of these cities are still

surprisingly intact and extensive.The outdoors of Lebanon are also very much worth it. There is

a 470-km long trail called the Lebanon Mountain Trail. Since Lebanon really isn’t all that big

(more on that in the next chapter!) the Lebanon Mountain Trail pretty much takes in everything

there is to see in the mountains of Lebanon, both scenic and cultural.The scenic includes

forest of cedars, gorges like the gorge of the Nahr Qadisha (meaning Holy River), and the

mountains.As to the cultural, there are, as in Tibet, lots of monasteries in the mountains of

Lebanon. Monasteries hewn into various rock faces on the theory that the harder they are to

get to and the farther away from the local bottle store and all-night club, the better.There are

also famous mountain towns like Bsharri, a name that’s short for Bet Ishtar: Phoenician for the

house of Ishtar, the erotic goddess who was picked up by the Greeks as Aphrodite and by the

Romans as Venus.At the top of the valley carved by the Nahr Qadisha, girdled by a cirque of

mountains, Bsharri, the original Mount of Venus, is in a spectacular scenic setting. But perhaps

its main claim to fame today is as the birthplace of Kahlil Gibran, twentieth-century Lebanon’s

most famous poet and an artist skilled in other media as well, such as painting.As with many

countries that get very hot in summer, but also because it has surprisingly cold winters, the

best times to go to Lebanon are in the spring and autumn. These are also among the least



busy times, since most Europeans take their principal holidays in midsummer, and ski holidays

around Christmas. You will be able to combine skiing with the sight of wildflowers bursting forth

if it is spring. And autumn has its attractions too.Lebanon is also one of those countries where

electrical or telephone wiring standards can sometimes leave a bit to be desired!
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AvidReader, “Interesting book!. Since I cannot travel myself, I enjoyed reading this book about

Lebanon. I like the way the author brings in tidbits of history, along with discussions of the

scenery. I am anxious to read other books by the author.”

The book by Mary Jane Walker has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2 people have provided feedback.
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